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Abstract
Researchers are exploring the ability to infer complex sig-
nals, such a mental wellbeing, from easily collected smart-
phone behavioral data. Rather than focusing on improving
overall accuracy of such an approach, we seek to under-
stand when we are and are not capable of predicting an
individual’s wellbeing. In particular, we consider the ability
to predict daily wellbeing from smartphone GPS location
data as a case study. We hypothesize that user charac-
teristics, such as behavioral variability, level of depression
symptoms, and amount of labeled data, are related to im-
provements in prediction accuracy. Our preliminary results
indicate that there may be a relationship between an algo-
rithm’s ability to successfully predict an individual’s wellbe-
ing reports and the individual’s location behavior variability.
While further work is needed to improve model accuracy
and confirm this relationship in a larger study, our work is
a step in the necessary direction of understanding which
individuals can be monitored with smartphone data.
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Introduction
Mental health disorders can be devastating to those who
suffer from them and are widespread. Collectively, it is
thought that mental health disorders, such as depression,
are so widespread that they are a major contributor to the
global disease burden [12]. Improving mental health is par-
ticularly challenging as disorders can last for a lifetime and
it is difficult to collect data on and monitor individuals over
such long timescales.

The recent development and adoption of personal elec-
tronics provides an exciting opportunity for mental health,
as personal electronics are a frequent source of highly
personal data. It has been shown that data from personal
electronics, such as smartphones, can be used to infer be-
havioral signals, such as sleep [7] and activity [11] without
any user input. In addition to physical and social behaviors,
researchers have begun exploring whether personal elec-
tronics can also sense mental wellbeing from passively col-
lected data, such as smartphone GPS location and mobility
[5, 6, 10, 14]. By not needing any user input, these devices
may be a sustainable way to collect data on and track indi-
viduals’ behavior over longer periods than are sustainable
with paper journaling.

The possibility of automatic wellbeing tracking over long pe-
riods of time offers exciting opportunities for mental health
research and treatment. However, the hope of tracking ev-
ery individual with a smartphone may be naïve due to the
large variance in individuals’ behavior. Some individuals,
say those who use their phone often, have active lifestyles,
or have irregular schedules may be easier to track than in-
dividuals who, for example, often leave their phone at home
or turn it off.

In this work, we explore the potential for understanding,
and eventually predicting, whether an individual’s wellbe-

ing can be tracked by a smartphone application through a
user study. As an example, we use features of location and
mobility from GPS coordinates to predict individuals’ daily
wellbeing. The features of location and mobility that we use
are inspired by previous research that sought to diagnose
depression from similar features [14]. These features were
chosen due to their apparent relevance to detecting depres-
sion and their reproducibility with the collected data.

We begin by calculating location and mobility features for
each participant. Using these features, we utilize machine
learning algorithms to predict each individual’s wellbeing
and then quantify the model improvement with GPS data
over a simple baseline approach. We then look at the rela-
tionship of prediction improvement with user characteristics
to see if user behavior is broadly related to an algorithm’s
ability to model their wellbeing. The user characteristics
that we consider are data quality (as measured by median
GPS accuracy) and quantity, behavioral variability, depres-
sive symptoms, and emotional variability.

We find some significant positive correlations of user char-
acteristics with prediction improvement. In particular, we
find a positive correlation of the number of data points with
prediction improvement, a negative correlation of baseline
accuracy (i.e., how constant a user reports their state to be)
with prediction improvement, and a positive correlation of
location or behavioral variance with prediction improvement.
By considering location variability as a course measure for
behavioral variability, this result indicates what one would
expect from a statistical perspective – more varying fea-
tures are better able to model signals than features that
rarely vary. From a psychological perspective, this result in-
dicates that users with unfluctutating behavior are more dif-
ficult to model, perhaps because changes are outliers. No-
tably, we do not find significant relationships of depressive



symptoms with prediction improvement. However, these re-
lationships are not present across models, which could be
the result of the task being difficult for models. While our
preliminary results indicate some promise in being able to
understand which individuals’ wellbeing are easier to pre-
dict, further work and a larger study are needed to confirm
the relationships of prediction improvement with user char-
acteristics.

User Study and Data Collection
To explore whether there is a relation between user charac-
teristics and success in predicting their wellbeing, we ran a
user study. For this study, we recruited undergraduates with
Android phones who spoke English as a native language
on the University of California, Berkeley campus. While we
recruited 107 participants, only 87 installed our custom An-
droid application and 60 took the exit survey at the end of
the study period.

Collect	data:
1. Wellbeing	EMA’s
2. GPS	location

Calculate	daily	
location	and	

mobility	 features

Predict	daily	
wellbeing	 from	

location	&	mobility

Calculate	prediction	
improvement	over	
baseline		(“user	lift”)

Regress	prediction	
success	on	user	
characteristics

Figure 1: Overview of data flow
from collection and processing
through the final analysis of
whether user characteristics are
related to the improvement in
prediction accuracy.

The study ran for eight weeks, consisted of three phases,
and collected two types of data: active user input and pas-
sive smartphone sensor data. The first phase of the study
was an entry survey which asked user profile information,
such as personality, demographics, and the Beck’s Depres-
sion Inventory (BDI) [4]. The second phase was the daily
collection of user input data, ecological momentary assess-
ments (EMA’s) of user wellbeing, and passive collection
of smartphone sensor data. The final phase of the study
was an exit survey which collected personality, the BDI, re-
flection on personal behavior during the study, and study
feedback.

Users were queried four times a data for their wellbeing
along two axes of the Circumplex model: mood and en-
ergy level [13]. These axes were labeled with words such
as "good" and "bad" or "high energy" and "low energy", re-

spectively, and implemented as two 9-point Likert scales.
The words labeling the scales were selected by users from
short lists of antonyms.

In addition to data from other sensors, data were collected
of users’ GPS location using the Funf Open Sensing Frame-
work [1]. A user’s location was recorded every five minutes.
While a multi-modal approach is ultimately desired, we fo-
cus in this study only on the location data as an exploratory
study of this approach. We chose GPS location for pas-
sively collected data as prior studies have indicated positive
results with such an approach [5, 6, 10, 14]

Data Processing
The first stage of data processing aggregated multiple well-
being observations that were made each day into a daily
measure of wellbeing. Then the passively collected smart-
phone sensor data was processed into features describing
individuals’ daily mobility and location. Finally, features or
"user characteristics" were calculated on each user that
sought to quantify behaviors that may account for variability
in prediction accuracy between users.

User Wellbeing
Users’ wellbeing scores, which were solicited with four
EMA’s per day, were averaged to give daily levels. The two
wellbeing dimensions measured, energy and mood, were
considered separately. The means of the daily mood an
energy levels during the course of the study were taken as
study-means. These study-mean levels were used to de-
termine when a user was having a particularly good day
in terms of mood or energy. A particularly good mood day
was when the mood level was above the study-mean mood
score and similarly for energy. Using this approach, we
accumulated two wellbeing measures for each day that
a user responded to any wellbeing prompts: whether the



user was reporting an above-mean mood level for that day
and whether the user was reporting an above-mean energy
level.

Daily Location and Mobility
Here we focus on using GPS location and mobility features
as predictors of daily user wellbeing. Location was intended
to be collected every five minutes. However, some individ-
uals’ locations were collected at a higher frequency. For
these users, we downsampled data to roughly five minute
intervals. The features we used to describe daily location
and mobility are adapted from a previous study that used
similar features to quantify user behavior during an entire
study period [14]. We selected these features due to our
ability to reproduce them, given our regular sampling ap-
proach, and their success on a related task.

Before constructing daily features, we used a preprocessing
stage to determine frequented locations. The preprocessing
used K-Means clustering [2] to cluster all of a user’s station-
ary location coordinates that were recorded during the en-
tire study period. Points were determined to be stationary if
the calculated gradient was less than 1km/hr. We chose the
number of clusters for each user be such that the largest
distance from any coordinate to the center of its assigned
cluster was about 3km. We labeled the “home" location to
be that which the user spent the most time at during the
study period between the hours of midnight to 6am.

R2 = 0.241
Adj. R2 = 0.101

F-stat = 1.717
p =.165

Feature coef p-val

Intercept -25.49 .574
GPS radius 4.05 .324

No. days 0.34 .206
Avg. BDI 0.06 .819
Loc. var. 0.92 .208

Base acc. -0.03 .967

Model 1: Linear model relating
user lift (from L1-penalized logistic
regressions) to user
characteristics. On average, daily
predictions were 3.77% less
accurate than a constant baseline
model.

For each day of the study period when a user had sufficient
GPS readings we used the cluster centers from the prepro-
cessing stage and calculated the following measures:

• The sum of the variance of the latitude and the vari-
ance of the longitude coordinates, on a log scale.

• The number of locations (clusters) visited.
• The location entropy, i.e., −

∑
i pi log pi where pi is

the probability of the user being in location i at any
point during that data.

• The fraction of time that the user spent at what we
presume is their home location.

• The fraction of time the user was moving.
• The average distance that a user traversed between

location readings (normalized by the time between
readings).

• The “circadian rhythm", which we calculated as the
euclidian distance between the vector where entry j
is the fraction of time that a user spent at location j
on an average day, and the day’s vector where each
entry i is the fraction of time that day that the user
spent at location i.

• The radius of the minimum size circle that surrounded
all of the user’s locations for the day.

• The fraction of observations during which the user
was moving (as determined by the calculated location
gradient).

• The fraction of observations that were “GPS" rather
than “Network", which could indicate the fraction of
time that the user spent outside.

User Characteristics
We hypothesized that it is plausible that how well a user’s
location and mobility behavior reflects – and thus is predic-
tive of – their wellbeing could be related to the following five
dimensions:

1. How reliable a phone is at measuring location.
2. How much data a model has to learn from.
3. How depressed a user is.
4. How much a user’s daily location pattern fluctuates.
5. How much a user’s emotional wellbeing fluctuates.



We quantified these potential sources of variability with the
following measures:

• The median radius of confidence reported by the
GPS sensor (on a log scale).

• The number of labeled data points we have for a user
(i.e., days with GPS location and user wellbeing).

• The expression of depressive symptoms (as mea-
sured by the BDI and averaged between the entry
and exit responses).

• The sum of the variance of longitude coordinates and
variance of the latitude coordinates during the course
of the study (on a log scale).

• The user’s baseline accuracy: the percent of wellbe-
ing observations that would be correctly predicted if
the user were always predicted to be at their most
commonly reported state.

The radius of confidence or “inaccuracy" of the GPS lo-
cation data, is the radius of the circle that the sensor esti-
mates the true location falls into with high confidence. The
second to last measure, location or behavioral variance, is
related to the daily location variance described previously.
Instead of being calculated on the coordinates for a sin-
gle day, it was calculated on all coordinates from the entire
study period. This feature characterized a user’s behavior
during the study period instead of during a single day.

R2 = 0.647
Adj. R2 = 0.582

F-stat = 9.906
p < .001

Feature coef p-val

Intercept 51.27 .032
GPS radius 2.59 .214

No. days 0.34 .015
Avg. BDI -0.2 .130
Loc. var. 0.8 .035

Base acc. -1.25 .002

Model 2: Linear model relating
user lift (from L2-penalized logistic
regressions) to user
characteristics. On average, daily
predictions were 1.97% less
accurate than a constant baseline
model.

Data Analysis
We performed two stages of analysis to explore whether
user characteristics relate to how successfully an algo-
rithm can predict an individual’s wellbeing. First we used
standard machine learning procedures to predict daily user
wellbeing from the location and mobility features. Second
we related the success of these models to the user char-
acteristics described above. An individual’s emotion and

location had to be observed for at least 14 days of the study
for them to be included in the analyses. To quantify suc-
cess, we needed to account for variability in how regularly
individuals reported a single wellbeing measure.

Individual Wellbeing Baseline Models
Individuals reported different levels of emotional variance,
e.g., some individuals always reported the same mood
while others report different mood levels. As a result, cer-
tain individuals are “easy" to predict with high accuracy, as
predicting that they are always at the same state will usually
be correct. However, from an algorithm’s perspective, these
individuals are challenging. It is difficult for an algorithm
to predict the individual’s wellbeing better than a baseline
model that always guesses that the individual is always at
the same state. To account for individuals’ base level of dif-
ficulty, we considered the "baseline accuracy", which is the
percent of observations that would be correctly predicted if
an individual were always predicted to be at their most fre-
quently reported state. The "baseline error" is the percent
of observations that would be incorrectly predicted by al-
ways assuming that an individual is at their most commonly
reported state.

Wellbeing Prediction
In the first stage of analysis, we attempted to predict whether
a user was having a particularly good day (in terms of mood
or energy level) from their location and mobility measures.
For these predictions, we used a variety of standard ma-
chine learning models: logistic regression (with L1 and L2
penalties), random forest classifiers, and support vector
machines (SVM’s) [3, 9]. Models were trained on each in-
dividual’s data (personal models) with leave-one-out cross-
validation. Model hyperparameters were trained with 10-fold
cross-validation on the training set.



Characterizing Prediction Improvement with User Lift
To characterize prediction improvement over a naïve ap-
proach that uses no features, we considered user lift to be
the difference of model accuracy with the baseline accuracy
described above [8]. User lift quantifies for each user how
much better a machine learning model is than guessing.

Relating User Characteristics to Prediction Success
To better understand when users’ daily wellbeing may be
predicted by an algorithm, we related different algorithms’
user lift for each individual to the user’s above mentioned
user characteristics. We related prediction improvement,
i.e., user lift, to user characteristics with a multivariate linear
regression. This model was chosen for interpretability.

Results
Of the individuals who participated in our field study, 33 had
enough data to be included in our analyses. This limited
number was in part due to compatibility issues that we en-
countered with the smartphone application and in part due
to limited user participation. The level of depressive symp-
toms for each participant was quantified as their average re-
port (between entry and exit surveys) to 20 questions of the
BDI. The mean level reported across included participants
was 12.68 (standard deviation: 10.66). Of the participants
included in the analyses, 29.63% reported levels above 15,
which could indicate mild levels of depressive symptoms.

R2 = 0.402
Adj. R2 = 0.291

F-stat = 3.633
p =.012

Feature coef p-val

Intercept -4.67 .884
GPS radius 2.63 .366

No. days 0.22 .249
Avg. BDI -0.02 .931
Loc. var. 1.38 .011

Base acc. -0.25 .630

Model 3: Linear model relating
user lift (from random forests) to
user characteristics. On average,
daily predictions were 5.16% less
accurate than a constant baseline
model.

Predicting Daily Wellbeing
In general, we found that models did not have appreciably
higher prediction accuracy than the baseline approach, i.e.,
predicting users to be at their most common state all the
time. This result is reflected in negative average user lift for
predicting daily energy. It is also reflected by low correla-
tion of model accuracy across individuals, as can be seen
in Figure 2. The model with maximum average user lift for

predicting daily energy was the support vector machine,
which still had negative user lift (i.e., improvement over the
baseline approach) of -1.50%. We also noted models were
worse at predicting whether an individual’s mood was par-
ticularly good than predicting whether an individual’s energy
was particularly high. However, on individual users some of
the models performed considerably better than the constant
baseline approach. This variance of performance between
individuals motivates the second stage of analysis.

Explaining Prediction Improvement
Correlation between user characteristics was fairly low, as
seen in Figure 3. The user characteristics that were most
correlated were the variance in location coordinates and
the total number of observations. The multivariate regres-
sion models relating user lift of daily energy predictions to
user characteristics are summarized in Models 1 - 4. These
models explore the improvement of predicting energy and
not mood. While user lift for mood prediction did vary be-
tween individuals, the overall average user lift was better for
energy prediction. As a result, we proceed with understand-
ing the error of predicting energy and will investigate mood
further after better models have been developed.

Despite accounting for little of the overall variability between
individuals, user characteristics had significant relationships
with the user lift from L2-penalized logistic regressions and
random forest models (p < .01) as well as from SVM’s (p
< .05). When random forests or an L2-penalized logistic
regression are used as the prediction model, we see a posi-
tive correlation of location variance with prediction improve-
ment. This indicates that individuals who displayed more
physical behavioral variance were easier to successfully
predict than those with little variation. For the L2-penalized
logistic regression, we also note a significant positive cor-
relation of the number of data points with user lift and a
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Figure 2: Correlation of how well different models and a constant
baseline model predict individuals’ daily energy. Correlation is
calculated between average prediction accuracy on individuals
from different models.

negative correlation with the baseline accuracy. These re-
lationships indicate that individuals who have more data
are easier to learn, and those who report little fluctuation in
state are harder to predict more accurately than a baseline
model, which is already quite accurate.

R2 = 0.330
Adj. R2 = 0.206

F-stat = 2.656
p =.045

Feature coef p-val

Intercept 45.04 .252
GPS radius -5.0 .160

No. days 0.43 .063
Avg. BDI -0.04 .859
Loc. var. 0.47 .455

Base acc. -0.91 .147

Model 4: Linear model relating
user lift (from support vector
machines) to user characteristics.
On average, daily predictions were
1.50% less accurate than a
constant baseline model.

An interesting consistency between models is a lack of sig-
nificant relationship between the reported expression of
depressive symptoms, as measured by the BDI, with model
improvement. Higher BDI scores indicates increased de-
pressive symptoms. No significant relationships indicate
that individuals with higher depressive symptoms are either
easier or more difficult to predict.

Discussion
In this work, we explored the potential to explain when indi-
viduals’ wellbeing can and cannot be predicted by location

data from their smartphone. We have focused preliminarily
on the example of predicting perceived energy level from
GPS location and mobility data and relating prediction im-
provement to user characteristics, such as emotional vari-
ability, location variance, level of depressive symptoms, and
amount of data collected.

In general, it was difficult to learn models that made better
predictions than predicting each individual to always be at
their most common state. Daily mood was particularly diffi-
cult and insufficiently accurately predicted. There were im-
provements in prediction accuracy when using location data
to predict energy, but this did not seem to remain consistent
across models, as indicated by low correlation between av-
erage model accuracy (Figure 2). The variability in model
improvement between individuals motivated us to compare
prediction improvement with user characteristics.

When we related model improvement to user characteris-
tics, we found a significant positive correlation between lo-
cation variance, which we used as a coarse measure of be-
havioral variance, and model improvement (user lift). From
a statistical perspective, this indicates that users’ wellbeing
can be better learned from more varying and potentially de-
scriptive features. From an applied perspective it indicates
that more active individuals might be easier to monitor with
this approach. Additional characteristics were also found
to be significant, but were dependent upon which model
was used. Depressive symptoms where notably not found
to have a significant relationship with model improvement
regardless of model.

There are limitations to this work, including a small sample
size. A study with a larger cohort size is needed to validate
the above mentioned relationships (and lack of relation-
ships). We have also restricted our first step to explore GPS
data, but other sensors should be included, as some sen-
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Figure 3: Correlation between user characteristics. "Med."
denotes the median and the Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI) is
a measure of depressive symptoms. In general, there isn’t high
correlation between user characteristics.

sors may be more predictive for different individuals. The
limited predictive capability of location and mobility features
that we found could have also constrained our ability to ex-
plain model improvement by having little model improve-
ment in general. It is possible that with more descriptive
features (or a multi-modal approach) daily wellbeing predic-
tion would be more accurate and thus the resulting model
improvement would have stronger or different relationships
with user characteristics. Finally, additional user character-
istics should be considered, which may improve the quan-
tification of user variability and reveal stronger relationships
between model improvement and user characteristics. In
particular, different measures of depressive symptoms,
other than the BDI, may better capture depressive symp-
toms that may influence predictive capability.

In future work we would like to explore a larger study pop-
ulation and incorporate more descriptive features for daily
wellbeing prediction. Such features could include those
from other sensors, such as accelerometer activity. As a
result of including more daily features, we would also like
to explore different user characteristics that describe the
behaviors measured by other sensors. For example, when
exploring the benefit of using accelerometer activity mea-
sures to predict daily wellbeing, we would like to address
if the model improvement is related to the user’s general
activeness and variability. With sufficiently descriptive daily
features that generate better models, we could also explore
the relationship of user characteristics with predicting daily
mood in addition to daily energy.

This preliminary work is a case study in trying to under-
stand model discrepancies for wellbeing prediction, a prob-
lem that has been generating optimism for medical ap-
plications. Larger studies with multi-modal prediction ap-
proaches are still needed to improve monitoring accuracy.
However, these studies may consider including an analy-
sis, such as we have presented, to understand for which
individuals such a monitoring approach (i.e., with a smart-
phone) is plausible and for whom it is unrealistic. Smart-
phone monitoring may be attractive for its ease of use, but it
is imperative to have accurate monitoring for individuals suf-
fering from mental health disorders. Understanding when
smartphones are unable to monitor individuals, as we have
attempted to do, may eventually help achieve such neces-
sary reliability.
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